
Please write here your personal information

E-Bike Tour

Pledge of activities

1.

One sheet for on e family.（In case of different adress, please write in another sheet.）

After that all of the participants have read the items mentioned below, please 
check □ with ✔2.

I agree to items mentioned below.
All of the conditions written below are satisfied.
（①Weight under 120kg ②Height over 155cm (Participants 
under 20 years old are required to obtain permission from 
parents)

スタッフ記入欄

Wear a helmet , a protector and gloves when driving.

Ask staff to put on and take off the harness.
Not go to the toilet or smoke while wearing a harness.

Not in any of the situations below.
（Drinking、drug intake、pregant） To keep out of dangers and for the protection of the forest, not 

enter to the slope of mountains or areas encircled by railings 
and ropes.

Before the adventure course, listen carefully to security lessons 
and make sure to obey all of the rules. Once break the rules, 
not raise any objection even if broken off by staff during the 
experience time.
Drive under direction of staff and not drive rudely and return 
back the bike as it was lent. 

In case of accidents that due to participants(including death, 
obstacle, injury, objective or personal accident), not pursue 
any responsibility or claim to adventure forest.

スタッフ 予 当 飛 大 小

Guardian
 

(yyyy/mm/dd)

Please rest assured that we will not divulge your personal information to the third party without an justifiable reason. We just use it for the necessary affairs 
of our company,such as management of customer information and notices,etc.

Your photo can be used to make documents of our company or be used in our website. And please help us to answer to the questionnaire. If you don’t 
want that your photo be used, please check □ with ✔. 　　□Don’t want be used.

Under the current Road Traffic Act,bicycles including E-bike are 
regarded as light vehicles.Observe the rules while driving.

Private (guide) Yes・No

Please sign your name here as guardian of participants under 18 years old.
（It’s okay that guardian is one of the participants mentioned above）

Participant

Full name Age Date of birth

 

 (yyyy/mm/dd)

 

 (yyyy/mm/dd)

 

(yyyy/mm/dd)

 

 (yyyy/mm/dd)

 

 (yyyy/mm/dd)

 

(yyyy/mm/dd)

Participant

Participant

Participant

Participant

Participant

（Phone number）

Emergency

（E-mail Address）

Activity date

※Contact address in case of emergency, such as natural disaster, 
accident, etc. Please write other phone numbers ( that of your family or of 
your company) 

（Of the whole group）

Total number of participants

Country

Address
City

（Name）

Province


